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Coming Events

PDK Airport Monthly Meeting -

This month's meeting will beWednesday, January 15, 7 p.m. at
Peachtree-Dekalb Airport (PDK). Turn from Clairmont onto Airport
Rd. Go to the last left turn before reaching the speed bumps. The
street will take you around the hanger and across the ramp. There is
parking just past the ramp. Go in the glass door. Take the stairs to
the left and go up to the second floor. The conference room is just
down the hall. DIRECTIONS
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Model Building Clinic and Q&A-
Saturday, January 25, 1 p.m.

Club Build-Session-
Saturday, February 1, 1 p.m.

http://www.hobbytownduluth.com/
4125 GA-20, BUFORD, GA

Join IPMS Atlanta club
members for model

building and conversation
first and last Saturdays of

each month at
HobbyTown!

Saturday,
March 21, 2020
9 am - 4 pm

IAM Local
Union Hall
1032 S.
Marietta Pkwy
Marietta, GA

https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/annual-contest
https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/monthly-meeting-map-and-direcitons
http://www.ipms-atlanta.org
http://www.ipmsusa.org
http://www.hobbytownduluth.com/
http://www.ipmsusa.org
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CALENDAR

PDK Meeting Notes

12/18/2019 Club business meeting
1. Dues Payable: $10 Payable in January.

2. CHOA Build Session: Jim Elmore confirmed the session is scheduled for Tuesday, January 21,
2020 from 2-3 pm. Jim encouraged any members available to attend to please confirm
with him.

3. AtlantaCon 2020 Update:
- Kim Elmore indicated that there is interest in any demos our members might be able to conduct
during the show. Any member with an idea for a demo should contact her.
- The club needs to finalize forms for posting and availability on the Web site.
- Ed Sveum reminded members to contact either him or Don Gustke with any kits to be donated to
the show raffle.

4. Models for Troops: Dave Lockhart provided information about this organization started by Jon
Emery in North Carolina. Quoted from their website, "Through generous donations collected at
model contests and through individual donors such as yourselves, veterans are provided with
packages containing plastic model kits of all scales and subject matter, sanding sticks, glues,
trimmers, acrylic paints and brushes, and model magazines for inspiration." The club anticipates
further discussion about possible support for this organization.
https://www.modelsfortroops.com/

Following club business, members discussed an excellent group of models on the table this month.
The "Model of the Month" Award went to Jose Morales Jr.
December meeting Raffle winner was Lane Royal.

Jan 15: PDK Airport Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
Jan 25: HobbyTown Model Build Q&A 1-3 pm
Feb 1: HobbyTown Build Session 1-3 pm
Feb 8: JAXCON 2020

Jacksonville, FL
http://ipmsfirstcoast.org/

Feb 19: PDK Airport Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
Feb 29: HobbyTown Model Build Q&A 1-3 pm
Mar 7: HobbyTown Build Session 1-3 pm

Mar 7: Smokey Mtn. Model-Con
Knoxville, TN
https://calendar.ipmsusa3.org/
event/38th-annual-smoky-mtn-model-
con

Mar 18: PDK Airport Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
Mar 21: AtlantaCon 2020

Marietta, GA
https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/annual-
contest

Mar 28: HobbyTown Model Build Q&A 1-3 pm

https://www.modelsfortroops.com/
http://ipmsfirstcoast.org/
https://calendar.ipmsusa3.org/event/38th-annual-smoky-mtn-model-con
https://calendar.ipmsusa3.org/event/38th-annual-smoky-mtn-model-con
https://calendar.ipmsusa3.org/event/38th-annual-smoky-mtn-model-con
https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/annual-contest
https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/annual-contest
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COMPLETED:
MiG-21, Bill Wofford
F-4, Brian Speer
MiG-17, Bill Johnston
B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton
F/A 18, Jim Elmore
F-5, Jim Elmore
A-10, Brian Mason (Lost In Action)
A-10 (Replacement), Ed Hulsey
F-117, Gale Brown
B-52, Ed Sveum
USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton
F-16C Jim Elmore
IN PROCESS:
F-100, Art Murray
Berlin Airlift 3-Plane Set (1/144)
Jose Morales Jr, Ray Wheeler, Bill Easton

UNASSIGNED:
A-4
A-6
F-106
F-86
OV-10
OV-1A

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum
http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html

Upcoming Build Sessions:

Tuesday, January 21, 2020 from 2-3 pm.

Ideally, Jim needs two to four members to participate.
Please contact Jim at 770-962-2584 to let him know if you are available.

Kit instructions for the build session are attached to this Trim Tab email.

CHOA

Please consider building one
of these models. The
museum folks are always
glad to receive a new model
for the museum ceiling
display.

Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta
at Egleston Hospital

http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html
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Brian Mason
1:72

Revell

Rescue Helicopter

Paint: Vallejo

Bill Aicklen
1:48
Tamiya

Mitsubishi A6M2 Zero

Paint: Floquil & Tamiya

Add on:Moskit Exhausts, scratch-
built navigation lights, radio mast.

On the Table in December ...
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Dana Hebert
1:35
Academy

2003 version of APC

Paint: Vallejo Air

Add on: Extra armament and misc.
packs

Sand is actually garlic from my
wife's spice rack.

Paul Lovell
1:700

Hobby Boss

USS Seawolf

Paint: Rattle-can
black primer and craft

acrylics for ocean.
Technique: Used

Durham's Water Putty
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Jose Morales Jr.
1:35
Tamiya

M3A1 Scout Car

Paint: Vallejo MIG
Add on: Scratch-built .30 cal
and .50 cal casings
Techniques: Modulation, washes,
pigments, streaking, mud, water
effects.
Model shown as it was used by Red
Army 3rd Army Division March 1945
eastern Germany.

Bill Wofford
1:48

Trumpeter

RA-5C Vigilante

Paint: Floquil and
Rustoleum spray can

Add on: Monogram F-4J
exhausts
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Joe Scavotto
1/12
Tamiya

Mini Cooper SCCA
GT-5 Race car

Paint: Testors
Kit parts: Body, engine
block, wheels. All the rest
was scratch-built.
Used decal films to make
the Union Jack for the top.
The actual race car owner/
driver lived in Alabama
and raced at Road
Atlanta.

Stew Swartz
1:48

Tamiya

F4F Wildcat

Paint: Tamiya

Front line Navy fighter in
early WW II
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1:72
ESCI

KLPzBfWG
(Kleine
Panzerbefehlswagen)

Paint: Acrylic
Techniques: Oil & pastel
weathering

1:72
Frog

Blackburn Skua

Paint: Acrylic
Techniques: Brush-painted

Two Builds from Ed Sveum
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1:160?
Meng Kids

B-17
(work-in-progress)

Paint: Tamiya
Intended to have CHOA

"roundels" on white paint as
a gift for our CHOA contact.

1:32
Hasegawa

F-16C

Paint: Tamiya

The kit is an F-16A now
posing as a Desert Storm
F-16C.
Ceiling hanger for museum.

Two Builds from Jim Elmore
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1:72
ModelKrak (Resin)
(Czech Republic)

Ba-10 Soviet Armored Car

Paint: Tamiya and Model Master

1:72
ModelKrak (Resin)
(Czech Republic)

T-35 SovietTank

Paint: Tamiya and Model
Master
Add on: Turret handles
and "crown"
Techniques: Ironing tracks
that were badly twisted,
hair spray, piece
straightening

Two Builds from Fernando Sanchez
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Ray Wheeler

Bi-plane
Wing Assembly Jig
from Unique Master
Models (UMM-USA)

Ray brought in his work-
in-progress Albatross bi-
plane and the new
assembly aid he just
received from UMM.
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Two Pics of an UMBUM Cardboard Model of Notre Dame Cathedral
assembled by Dave Lockhart

(Scale not specified)

I jokingly mentioned,
"Hey Dave, you missed
filling a seam!" At which
point, Dave lifted out one
half of the model to
display the detailed
interior of the sanctuary
area.
Impressive kit
engineering and
assembly!
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Model of theMonth

For December

Jose Morales Jr's
Scout Car

was the winner

Congratulations Jose!

RaffleWinner

Lane Royal was the
December Raffle Winner!

Congratulations Lane!

(Lane always buys extra tickets ...
Pays off!)

Reminder: Get a free raffle ticket for each model you bring to the monthly meeting.
Build 'em and Bring 'em!
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DECEMBER/JANUARY
BUILD SESSIONS
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DECEMBER PDK MONTHLY MEETING
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Michael Blackwood saw the following video recently:

Paint Chipping -
This is a very good and easy to understand video explaining chipping techniques.

https://youtu.be/ku4comhKHJM

Dave Lockhart emailed members the following link about pressure we put on ourselves in pursuit
of our hobby. Dave also had the following excellent comments ...

The link below goes to the NYT article regarding Mediocrity. Basically, many do not choose a hobby
because they cannot be the best, excellent. I see this with many modelers. If one cannot be the quality of
a national award winner, they will not participate.
We always say, modeling is a hobby, something to enjoy Do not let anyone take away from the joy of
your hobby. If you like modeling, do it. Enjoy your hobby whether you show your models at a show or at
a meeting. True modelers will always support one another.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/29/opinion/sunday/in-praise-of-mediocrity.html?
fbclid=IwAR2wF5h9xgAJlxrhn--vn1l9BInX_bYMfR5_mor3GbWkWGUA7hDM_tRPZ1Y

Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for
general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...

Here is "oldie" I stumbled into on YouTube a few days ago ...

How to Build Plastic Scale Car Models -
A 1992 vintage video featuring modeler Pat Covert and another face you may recognize as our Marietta
Scale Modeling buddy Chuck Davenport (from his IPMS National days.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBV-7bbJNEQ

https://youtu.be/ku4comhKHJM
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/29/opinion/sunday/in-praise-of-mediocrity.html?fbclid=IwAR2wF5h9xgAJlxrhn--vn1l9BInX_bYMfR5_mor3GbWkWGUA7hDM_tRPZ1Y
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/29/opinion/sunday/in-praise-of-mediocrity.html?fbclid=IwAR2wF5h9xgAJlxrhn--vn1l9BInX_bYMfR5_mor3GbWkWGUA7hDM_tRPZ1Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBV-7bbJNEQ
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Sprue Snippings - Marketplace Section...

Ed Sveum is downsizing:

I have some items to sell and some for free. Make me an offer.

single speed Dremel tools. 3 available. all working
also 1 Dremel tool that needs TLC
Dremel desktop speed control for single speed tools
Dremel tool stand/drill press. Fits Dremel tools I have for sale
vertical storage racks for styrene and brass rods, tubes, strips.
rolling cabinet with multiple shallow drawers, suitable for storing sheet styrene, papers, metal sheet,
etc.
paint rack. wall or desktop mounding. holds about 100 jars of paint.
numerous books, mostly military, aircraft, some armor.
fluorescent swing arm desk lamp. includes spare bulb
swing arm desk lamp with OTT true color bulb
hobby room furniture - small desk, several 6 ft tall book shelves, desk chair, magazine rack, box fan
lazy susan about 18 inch diameter.
several large sheets (about 3 ft x2 ft) of clear and white acrylic in various thicknesses
one piece of 1/4 inch thick tempered glass, suitable for desktop use
several small parts drawers racks. these are metal racks with small plastic pull-out drawers
numerous small wooden plaques and picture frames suitable for display bases or dioramas
lots of paints, MM acryl, Testors enamel, Tamiya, Humbrol, Floquil
assorted solvents, cleaners, etc.

I'm not sure how much of this list Ed still has available. If something looks interesting, you can email
him to see if he still has it.

edsveum@yahoo.com
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Pacific Adversaries, Vol. 1: Japanese Army Air Force vs The Allies, New Guinea 
1942-1944, is the first of a new series from Australia’s Avonmore Books, whose 

excellent 3-part series South Pacific Air War was reviewed here last year.  This 

describes in detail 16 individual air combat episodes – more than just dogfights, 

since bombers are involved in some of them – that the author chose because he 

found reports on them from both sides.  Not surprisingly, the two sides oFen 
differed on the details, so the author analyzed them to come up with the most 

likely scenario for each.  Most of the Allied aircraF were U.S. Army fighters, though 

the B-17, B-24 and B-25 also appear, as do the Australian Boomerang and 

Wirraway, while the most prevalent Japanese type was the Ki-43 “Oscar” (usually 

mis-idenYfied as “Zeros”), but most of the other producYon JAAF fighters and bombers are also in the 

reports.  Each episode has a full page of color side-views of all the aircraF involved, and there are plenYful 

photos, a few maps, a glossary and a list of sources.  Most books on the Pacific war emphasize the naval 
aircraF, so this book is a nice change.  (Vol. 2, due out in April, will cover the JNAF in the same theater, plus 

the Solomon Islands.) 

Last year I reviewed some books in the regular soFcover Casemate Illustrated 

series covering ground warfare in Normandy and the Ardennes.  Now comes 

their first similar volume on aerial warfare, The Lu;waffe in Africa 1941-1943.  

The cover design for the aerial books is predominantly white instead of green, 

but the format is similar, and again this book is translated from the French.  It 
covers the African campaign chronologically, with excellent photos, some in 

color, and some color side-views of some of the aircraF involved.  There are 

tables giving orders of bable, sidebars with bios of pilots and reports on 

certain operaYons, a list of sources and a very good index; about the only thing 

lacking is maps.  But this is an excellent one-volume survey of the LuFwaffe in 

the African campaign. 

Enemy at the Gates, Panic Fighters of the Second World War, is the latest book 
from Fonthill Media by well-known Spanish author and illustrator Justo Miranda, 

previously known for his Reichdreams Dossiers.  This is basically a survey of all the 

fighter aircraF conceived by most of the naYons involved in WW2, both those that 

flew and those that never leF the drawing board.  He starts with the 13 countries 

that Germany invaded or abacked from 1938 to 1941, from Czechoslovakia to 

Greece (with neutral Switzerland included for convenience), then the 4 countries 
that the Soviet Union abacked from 1939 to 1940 (plus neutral Sweden) and finally 

those the Japanese abacked, though those chapters are defined by theater rather 

than country.  Miranda describes each country’s design philosophy relaYve to their 

view of the aggressor and the knowledge and materials they had at their disposal, 

and the illustraYons consist enYrely of his excellent black-&-white line drawings.  (Some of the unbuilt 

concepts are rather speculaYve, such as an Allison-powered version of a Polish fighter design that actually 

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS
by Jim Pernikoff
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has a complete P-40B nose on it!)  It’s an interesYng book unless the lack of any photos and any color 
whatsoever turns you off, but you might find some interesYng conversion or scratchbuilding ideas. 

Single is the simple name of a new series of books from Poland’s MMP Books, and 
I bought #07, Douglas SBD-1 Dauntless.  What makes these unique is that, unlike 
most monographs, they don’t cover one aircraF type, they cover one version of 
an aircraF type (and in some volumes, a single aircraF!).  This one starts with 6 
pages of five-view b&w line drawings of the SBD-1 in both 1/72 and 1/48 scales, 
including fuselage cross-secYons; then come 3 pages from the structural manuals, 
3 pages of photos of complete SBDs, 9 pages of close-up photos (both b&w and 
color) of SBDs in museums (including annotated cockpit photos) and finally 3 
pages of color views of the aircraF on the cover (curiously, no bobom view).  In 
this case, not all the illustraYons are of the -1 variant, but I don’t think that that’s 
significant.  Is it worth it for 24 pages on a single aircraF variant?  I suppose it is if 
you’re building an SBD-1.  As an example of the possibiliYes, they’ve done separate volumes on both the 
P-51D-5 and P-51D-10 Mustangs!  Not surprisingly, a lot of the early volumes cover Polish aircraF, but 
apparently the intent is to turn out dozens of these books. 

Several years ago, Schiffer Books issued translated ediYons of a series of books by 
German author Eugen Reichl on the U.S. manned space program, which I reviewed 
favorably.  Now the same team has tackled The Soviet Space Program, The Lunar 
Mission Years 1959-1976.  Obviously in this case the program wound up 
predominantly unmanned, but not by choice, and the hardware that was supposed 
to put cosmonauts on the lunar surface is covered in detail.  As with the earlier 
books, the strength of this one is in the photos and the excellent drawings.  Each 
year is covered in 6-month intervals, with tables defining each of the unmanned 
missions.  As with many translated books of this type, the text oFen reads a bit 
funny, but this is a good one-volume work on the subject, not the best available, 
but the illustraYons make it work.  (Next in the series will cover the unfortunate N1 
moon rocket, or as I call it, the Flying Showerhead.) 

Believe it or not, four more books from Osprey!  First up is Air Campaign #13, 
Guadalcanal 1942-43, Japan’s bid to knock out Henderson Field and the Cactus Air 
Force.  You know the style of this series by now, and the Ytle and subYtle give you 
the essence of the contents.  As usual, there are some excellent maps, color 
artworks, photos and orders of bable, along with a good bibliography and index.  
This is an excellent book on this important campaign.  (My other favorite book on 
the Cactus Air Force is MarYn Caidin’s The Ragged, Rugged Warriors.  See if you 
can get a good paperback copy; it’s possibly Caidin’s best work.) 

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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Duel #100 (!) is Me 262 vs P-51 Mustang, Europe 1944-45, which covers a situaYon 
where the Mustangs wound up using what technical advantages they sYll had, along 
with tacYcs, to someYmes turn the tables on aircraF that were 100 mph faster.  The 
descripYon of the aircraF designs is nothing new, but the illustraYons of the cockpit 
layouts and the armament installaYons can be useful to modelers.  There are maps 
showing the locaYons of the bases for both aircraF types in the period, and bios of 
pilots on both sides.  Of course there are the usual excellent bibliography and index.  
This is interesYng reading on how to make the most of an aircraF’s technical 
inferiority to try evening the score. 

New Vanguard #276, German Guided Missiles of World War II, is a Ytle that 
sounds interesYng and indeed turns out to be so.  Steve Zaloga divides the topic 
by missile funcYon: anY-ship, anY-aircraF (flak), air-to-air and anY-tank.  You 
may recognize some of the well-known types: Fritz-X, Hs 293, Rheintochter, 
Wasserfall and X-4, but there are more interesYng designs, some which were 
never built.  Artwork includes side views of different Hs 293 variants, an 
isometric cutaway of the same and artworks of some of the missiles in use, both 
actual and hypotheYcal.  A table lists all missile abacks on Allied ships, and it’s 
more than you might have thought!  (The Mistel is menYoned briefly, but it has 
its own book.)  In this case, 48 pages works just fine, and this is a good look at 
an interesYng topic. 

X-Planes #13, The Wright Flyers 1899-1916, is a superb book by Richard Hallion, 
former curator of the NASM in Washington, and this is the finest book on the 
technical aspects of the Wrights’ aircraF that I have ever seen.  It starts with the 
brothers’ work with gliders, followed by the 1903 first flight, then the later 
developments in Dayton, their demonstraYons in Europe and to the U.S. military, 
and their later aircraF, including Perry Rodgers’ 1911 flight across the U.S. in the Vin 
Fiz.  By 1916, Wilbur was dead, Orville had sold his share of the company, and the 
Wrights were, effecYvely, history.  There are detailed specificaYon tables for every 
variant of everything they flew, three-view drawings of some of the more important 
types, and some lovely acYon artworks.  This is really an excepYonal book, one of 
the best Osprey Ytles ever. 

Now for a blast from the past.  Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club, US 
Carrier OperaZons off Vietnam 1964-1975 was originally wriben 
by the late, great, Rene Francillon in 1988, but he was never 
happy with the lack of illustraYons.  Rene had started this 
revised ediYon at the Yme of his death, and it was completed by 
his son ChrisYan and released in landscape format by 
AeroSphere Research in 2018.  The new ediYon has 260 color 
photos and detailed tables about every carrier’s cruise during 
the war, lisYng aircraF types, tail codes, aerial victories and lots 

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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of other info.  Even if you have the original ediYon, it will pay to get this one, probably the definiYve book 
ever wriben about carrier operaYons off Vietnam. 

Last year, I reviewed favorably an atlas of World War II from NaYonal 
Geographic.  This month’s “big book” is Smithsonian World War II Map by Map 
from DK Publishing, which makes for an interesYng comparison.  For the most 
part, each map covers 1-½ pages, with the other ½ page providing supporYng 
text.  What is useful is that each map is surrounded by 5 or 6 boxes that describe 
the events portrayed on the map chronologically, with the widespread use of 
colors to show things like troop movements.  This makes it quite easy to 
understand some very complex maps.  While the book was originally wriben in 
England, the fact that the Smithsonian was involved makes the coverage seem 
preby even.  If I would choose one book, I’d take this one over the Nat Geo one, 

but both are complementary and worth having.  And a worthwhile companion volume to the same style is 
History of the World Map by Map. 

Only a couple of bookazines this month, starYng with #46 in the 
AviaZon Archive series from Key Publishing, enYtled Aerial Tankers, 
The art of air-to-air refueling.  The issue starts with a history of the 
technology, going from early experiments to the two methods used 
today.  Then there are 17 chapters about aircraF using the Probe-
and-Drogue technique, only 3 about aircraF using the Flying Boom 
technique (KB-29, KC-97 & KC-135) and 3 about “super 
tankers” (KC-10, A330 & KC-46).  The usual large fold-outs are enYrely 
devoted to big color photos.  This issue is a good review of 100 years 
of air-to-air refueling.  (Next in the series will be devoted to Military 
Helicopters.) 

Meanwhile, the latest in the artworks series from Mortons Media that 
previously has had books on the LuFwaffe, the RAF and the Panzer forces is 
USAF Fighters, American Aircra\ Designs by JP Vieira.  Following the usual style 
of this series, there are chapters on 19 different aircraF, from the F-80 to the 
F-35.  The Sabre Dog gets its own chapter, and the F-111 is included but the 
F-117 is not, though truthfully, neither is a true fighter.  There are from 4 to 16 
side views for each type, showing a variety of markings, and these are generally 
spread across two pages which is both good and bad.  Some famous aircraF, 
those with MiG kills or record breakers are included, and they are all strictly 
USAF.  The quality of the art seems generally fine, though I wish the arYst would 
have Ynted the F-22 canopies.  If you like these aircraF, this issue may give you 
ideas for future models that will have you searching for decals.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________

Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________

Scale: _______________________________________________________________________

Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________

Paints: _______________________________________________________________________

Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________

Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________

Scale Modeler's Brag Sheet

Model Subject: ________________________________________________________________

Kit Used: ____________________________________________________________________

Scale: _______________________________________________________________________

Add-ons: _____________________________________________________________________

Paints: _______________________________________________________________________

Special Techniques: ____________________________________________________________

Any Historical/Background Information: ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Modeler's Name: _______________________________________________________________

Fill out and bring with your
model to the club meeting.

Fill out and bring with your
model to the club meeting.
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International Plastic Modelers’ Society/USA 
Membership Application / Renewal Form 

 
New �  Renewal �   IPMS#: _____________ 
 

Name: ________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: ______________________________________________________ 
 
City: ______________ State: ________________ Zip Code: _____________ 
 
Phone: ___________________ E-Mail: ______________________________ 
 
Chapter Affiliation, if any: _______________________________ 
 
Junior (17 years or younger) � $17.00 Date of Birth _________ 
AduIt   One year � $30.00  
 Two years � $58.00  
 Three years � $86.00  
Canada & Mexico � $35.00  
Foreign Surface � $38.00  
Family  � Adult fee + $5.00  
  # of cards? ___  

   
Your Signature: ______________________________________  
 
If recommended by an IPMS member, please provide his/her: 
Name: _______________________________  IPMS #: ______ 
 
PAYMENT OPTIONS: 
Cash �      Amount: ____________  
Check � Check #: ______   Amount: ____________  
 
Where did you hear about IPMS/USA? Please check all that apply: 
� Local model club    
� Friend    
� Ad in IPMS Journal    
� Facebook 
� Ad in other magazine    

� Internet search    
� IPMS web site  
� I’m a former member rejoining    
� Other ____________

Applications should be printed and mailed to:  
 

   
     
 

   

IPMS/USA
P.O. Box 1411
Riverview, FL 33568-1411


